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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
This report has been prepared by International Fire Consultants Ltd (IFC) to define the Field 
of Application for timber based door assemblies, comprising FireBAN 54mm Solid, FireBAN 
56mm Composite and FireBAN 64mm Solid Gulf Trade Link FZCO door leaves installed in 
timber and steel door frames, that are required to provide 60 minutes fire resistance 
performance, when adjudged against BS476: Part 22: 1987. 
 
When establishing the variations in the construction that can achieve the required fire 
resistance performance, IFC complies with the principles found in the following documents: 
 

• BS ISO/TR 12470-2: 2017 ‘Fire resistance tests - Guidance on the application and 
extension of results from tests conducted on fire containment assemblies and products. 
Part 2: Non-load bearing elements’ 
 

• EN 15725: 2010 ‘Extended application reports on the fire performance of construction 
products and building elements’ 

It is proposed that variations to the tested specifications, as described in the following 
sections, may be accommodated into assemblies, without reducing their potential to achieve 
a 60 minute integrity rating, if tested in accordance with the method and criteria of BS476: 
Part 22: 1987.   
 
The omission of information on any components or manufacturing methods does not imply a 
lack of approval of those details but these would need to be the subject of a separate 
analysis.  Only variations specifically mentioned are supported by this assessment 
document, and all other aspects must otherwise be as tested. 
 
It is more onerous to test timber door assemblies, hinged or pivoted, with the specimen 
installed with the leaf opening in towards the furnace.  Testing in this orientation is 
therefore incorporated into Field of Application Reports to cover doors opening in the 
opposite direction. The principle is only applicable when the door construction, and any 
features within the door leaf, such as glazing, are symmetrical. 
 
Unless stated otherwise, herein, this Field of Application considers the scope of approval for 
door assemblies that may be installed in either orientation, that being with either face 
exposed to fire conditions. 
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2. TEST EVIDENCE 
 
The test evidence used to support this Field of Application Report is summarised in Appendix 
G of this report. 
 
Some of the test evidence referenced in this Engineering Assessment Report is more than 5 
years old.  In accordance with industry practice, IFC have reviewed this test evidence, and 
have concluded that the evidence is still valid, and suitable to form the basis of this 
approval. 
 
 

3. SCOPE OF APPROVAL 

3.1 Door Assembly Configuration  

 
The approved leaf sizes and configurations of door assemblies comprising FD60 FireBAN 
54mm Solid, FireBAN 56mm Composite and FireBAN 64mm Solid Gulf Trade Link FZCO door 
leaves are described, below: 
 

Configuration 

Envelope of Approved Leaf Sizes 

Timber Door Frames Steel Door Frames 

 

• Latched 
• Single Acting 

• Single Door 

• Without 
Overpanel 

54mm Solid and 56mm 
Composite (Designs A & C)  

 

Figure 

PAR/10346/02F:B01 
in Appendix B 

54mm Solid 
(Design A) ONLY  

 

Figure 

PAR/10346/02F:D01 
in Appendix D 

 

• Unlatched 

• Single Acting 

• Single Door  
• Without 

Overpanel 

54mm Solid 
(Design A) ONLY 

  

Figure 
PAR/10346/02F:B02 

in Appendix B 

N/A 
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Configuration 

Envelope of Approved Leaf Sizes 

Timber Door Frames Steel Door Frames 

 

• Unlatched 

• Double Acting 
• Single Door 

• Without 
Overpanel 

64mm Solid 
(Design B) ONLY 

  

Figure 

PAR/10346/02F:B05 
in Appendix B 

N/A 

 

• Latched 

• Single Acting 
• Double Doors 

Note 1 

• Without 
Overpanel 

54mm Solid 
(Design A) ONLY 

 

Figure 
PAR/10346/02F:B03 

in Appendix B  

Solid 54mm thick leaf 
(Design A) ONLY  

 

Figure 
PAR/10346/02F:D02 

in Appendix D 

 

• Unlatched 
• Single Acting 

• Double Doors 
Note 1 

• Without 

Overpanel 

54mm Solid 
(Design A) ONLY 

 

Figure 

PAR/10346/02F:B04 
in Appendix B 

N/A 

 

• Unlatched 

• Double Acting 
• Double Doors 

Note 2 

• Without 
Overpanel 

64mm Solid 
(Design B) ONLY  

 

Figure 
PAR/10346/02F:B06 

in Appendix B 

N/A 

 

Note 1 Single acting, double leaf door assemblies may have one of the following configurations; 
 

• square edged (or slightly rounded) meeting stiles (Timber door frames only) 
• unequally rebated meeting stiles 

 
Note 2 Double acting double leaf door assemblies must have square edged (or slightly rounded) 

meeting stiles. 
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3.2 Maximum Assessable Door Leaf Sizes 

 
The calculated envelopes of assessed leaf dimensions for each door configuration covered 
by this Field of Application Report are given in Appendix B (timber frames) and Appendix D 
(steel frames), based upon use of the intumescent seal specifications shown in Appendix C 
(timber frames) and Appendix E (steel frames). 
 
Double door assemblies may each be of the same width, up to the maximum width indicated 
in Appendix B.  For unequal pairs there is no limit on the ratio of leaf widths, (although the 
large leaf must still be within the limitations in Appendix B (timber frames) or D (steel 
frames)).  The width of the small leaf shall not be less than 300mm, since this will affect its 
vertical stability relative to that of the larger leaf. 

3.3 Door Leaf Specification 

 
Three door leaf constructions are permitted within this Field of Application Report and 
detailed constructional specification of the three basic door constructions is given below.  
This is based upon the test evidence in Appendix G, (and is, therefore, limited to the 
information available from these test reports), but also defines variations and tolerances, 
where it is considered that these will not adversely affect the overall fire resistance.   
 
Dimensional tolerances of the door assemblies should comply with the recommendations 
given in BS 4787: 1995.  Timber densities must be measured at 12% moisture content and 
must be free of splits, shakes and checks, and have a slope of grain better than 1:15.  Any 
knots must be sound.  Moisture content 11 ± 2% for UK market (or to suit internal joinery 
moisture content specification of export countries).  
 
3.3.1 Design A – FireBAN 54mm Solid 
 

Component Material 
Minimum 
Density 

Dimensions 

Core 
Three-layer FireBAN 

particleboard  
600kg/m³ 54mm thick 

Lippings 
Note 3 

Square 

edges 

Hardwood  

650kg/m³ 

(Timber frames) 
 

815kg/m³ 

(Steel frames) 
Note 4 

6–12mm thick 

Rebated 

edges 

20mm thick to include 
a 38-41mm wide x 

13mm high rebate 

Adhesive Lipping  
Polyvinyl Acetate (PVA) 

or Polyurethane (PU) 
 – – 
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Component Material 
Minimum 
Density 

Dimensions 

Minimum leaf 

thickness 
 – – 54mm 

Optional additional 

decorative finishes 

Timber veneer or decorative 
plastic- based laminate (to 

leaf faces only) 
– 

Maximum 

2mm thick 

Paint or varnish                         

(leaf faces and edges) 
– 

Maximum 

0.5mm thick 

 

Note 3 Timber lippings to be bonded to all four edges of the door leaf. 
 
 

Note 4 A higher density lipping is required (minimum 815kg/m³) when the door leaf is to be installed 
into steel door frames. 

 

3.3.2 Design B – FireBAN 64mm Composite 
 

Component Material 
Minimum 
Density 

Dimensions 

Core 
Three-layer FireBAN 

particleboard  
600kg/m³ 64mm thick 

Lippings Note 5 Hardwood 650kg/m³ 3–10mm thick 

Adhesive Lipping  Polyurethane (PU)  – – 

Minimum leaf thickness  – – 64mm 

Optional additional 

decorative finishes 

Timber veneer or 

decorative plastic- 
based laminate (to 

leaf faces only) 

– 
Maximum 
2mm thick 

Paint or varnish                         

(leaf faces and edges) 
– 

Maximum 
0.5mm thick 

 
 

Note 5 Timber lippings to be bonded to all four edges of the door leaf. The lipping to the hanging edge 
of the door to be radiused from the pivot point position. 
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3.3.3 Option C – FireBAN 64mm Solid 
 

Component Material 
Minimum 
Density 

Dimensions 

Core 
Three-layer FireBAN 

particleboard  
600kg/m³ 44mm thick 

Facing MDF or Particleboard 760kg/m³ 6mm thick 

Lippings 
Note 3 

Square edges Hardwood  650kg/m³ 4–8mm thick 

Adhesive 

Lipping  Fervicol 1K PUR  – – 

Facings Fervicol 1K PUR  – – 

Minimum leaf thickness  – – 64mm 

Optional additional 

decorative finishes 

Timber veneer or 

decorative plastic- 

based laminate (to 
leaf faces only) 

– 
Maximum 

2mm thick 

Paint or varnish                         

(leaf faces and edges) 
– 

Maximum 

0.5mm thick 
 

Note 3 Timber lippings to be bonded to all four edges of the door leaf.  
 

 

3.4 Door Frames 

3.4.1  Timber 

 
Door leaves may be fitted into single rebated timber-based door frames (or scalloped frames 
for double acting doors) providing they comply with the leaf sizes and door configurations 
outlined in Appendix B and the following material and size specification: 
 

Material 
Minimum 

Density 

Minimum Face Width 
Minimum 

Frame Depth 

Minimum 

Stop Depth  Single Acting Double Acting 

Hardwood 

Note 6 
650kg/m³ Note 7 

32mm, 

excluding stop 
Note 8 

45mm thick  

Notes 8 & 9 
90mm 13mm Note 10 

BRAGA 
Poplar 

blockboard 

Note 11 

450kg/m³ 

27mm, 

excluding stop 

Note 8 
N/A 150mm 13mm Note 10 
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Note 6 Any species of hardwood may be used (including Beech) providing it has a minimum density of 
650kg/m³. 

 

Note 7 Timber must have a minimum measured density at 12% moisture content and of appropriate 
quality in accordance with BS EN 942: 2007.  Moisture content to be 11 ± 2% for UK market in 
heated buildings between 12-21°C (or to suit internal joinery moisture content specification of 
export countries). 

 

Note 8 These dimensions assume that the rear of the frame is protected by the adjacent wall, (and 
firestopping, see Section 3.6), and that the frame does not project out from the wall.  See 
Section 3.7 regarding projecting frames and shadow gaps. 

 

Note 9 The door frame jamb is to be scalloped to match the radius (+ 3-4mm) of the hanging edge of 
the door leaf which will be dictated by the position of the top pivot/floor spring. 

 

Note 10 The door stop is only required on single acting door frames and is to comprise the same 
material as the door frame and may be either planted and pinned using 40mm steel pins, or 
integral with the main door frame, providing the minimum frame thickness remains as stated. 

 

Note 11 This door frame specification may be used with all door types. 

 
The overall frame depth may be increased by the use of extension linings, but the joint 
between the main frame and the extension lining must not intrude in the plane of the door 
thickness.   
 
 
    
 
 
 
 

Head/jamb 
joint: 

Mitred corner with single or double finger joint, using Urea Formaldehyde or 
polyurethane and 3-5no. 70mm long steel screws per joint.  

  

Architraves:  Where the face of the frame, and the door, are flush with the face of the 
wall, loose architraves are optional, and have no fire performance 
requirements, and so can be freely specified, subject to adequate fire 
stopping.  (See Section 3.8 regarding wall/frame gaps). 

 
3.4.2  Steel 
 
54mm Solid door leaves (See Section 3.3.1) may be fitted into single rebated steel-based 
door frames, providing they comply with the leaf sizes and door configurations outlined in 
Appendix D, drawing A03 in Appendix A and the following material and size specification: 
 

Material Frame infill 
Minimum Face 

Width 
Minimum 

Frame Depth 
Minimum 

Stop Depth 

1.5mm thick 

G.I steel 

Rockwool  

(minimum density 60kg/m3) 

31mm  

(excluding stop) 
150mm 23mm Note 12 

 

No joints permitted within the 
minimum frame depth 
section outlined within this 
report. 
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Note 12 An 11mm wide x nominally 12-14mm deep channel is incorporated in the face of the door stop 
(opposing the leaf face) to incorporate a Kilargo silicone compression ‘Q’ seal. 

 
Steel frames are to be installed, as tested, with locating metal angle plates welded to 5mm 
thick backing plates extending the full width of the door frame at the fixing points. See 
Section 3.7 for installation details.  
 
The hollow steel frame is to be fully filled with 60kg/m3 mineral wool.  
 
The corners of the door frame comprise welded mitre joints. 
 

3.5 Glazed Apertures 

 
This section identifies the approved glass, glazing system, glazing beads and aperture 
size/locations. 
 
3.5.1 Glass types 
 
The following glass type is approved for use in the doors considered, herein, which is proven 
to be compatible with the identified glazing system and glazing beads, subject to the 
limitations on size and location given in Section 3.5.4. 
 
The codes used, below, for the glass types, glazing materials, and bead types, e.g. G60/1, 
S60/1 and B60/1), are not those used by the respective manufacturers, and are attributed 
solely by IFC for the purpose of identification and cross-referencing within this assessment. 
 

G60/1  5mm thick Firelite glass (Gulf Glass Industries (UAE)) 
G60/2  5mm thick Keralite R glass (Vetrotech Saint-Gobain) 

 
Expansion allowance for the glass shall be as recommended by the glass manufacturer. 
 
3.5.2 Glazing materials and systems 
 
The following glazing system is approved for use in the doors considered, herein, which is 
proven to be compatible with the identified glass type and glazing beads, subject to the 
limitations on size and location given in Section 3.5.4; 
 

S60/1 Lorient System 90 Plus glazing channel with 54 x 2mm intumescent 
liner below, by Lorient Polyproducts Ltd. (Use with G60/1). All as 
shown in Figure PAR/10346/02F:A01 in Appendix A. 
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S60/2 2mm thick Lorient glazing liner (Sodium Silicate) to the full width of 
the aperture edge and between the glass/bead and bead/leaf. Glass 
to sit on 2no. 5mm thick non-combustible spacers with a 3-5mm gap 
between the glass edge and the inside edge of the aperture on the 
remaining edges. The 3-5mm gap between the glass edge and the 
inside edge of the aperture to be completely filled with either Pyroplex 
or Lorient fire rated sealant (use with G60/2). All as shown in Figure 
PAR/10346/02F:A02 in Appendix A. 

 
3.5.3 Bead profiles and installation 
 
A summary of the glazing beads is, as follows; 
 
 B60/1 Hardwood glazing beads, minimum 33mm high x 25mm deep, 

including an 8 x 8mm bolection return and an 20° splayed top. Note 13 

  Beads fixed using 32mm long x 2mm diameter steel pins positioned 
70mm from corners and at minimum 150mm centres thereafter.  

  All as shown in Figure PAR/10346/02F:A01 in Appendix A. 
 
 B60/2 22mm x 25mm x 22mm x 1.5-2mm thick Steel ‘Z’ channel fixed using 

38mm long steel screws at 45 degrees to the plane of the glass 
positioned 70mm from the corners and minimum 100mm centres 
thereafter.  

  All as shown in Figure PAR/10346/02F:A02 in Appendix A. 
    
Note 13 The glazing beads are to be formed from hardwood timber with a minimum measured density 

of 650kg/m³ (Beech permitted).  The timber must be straight grained and of appropriate 
quality in accordance with BS EN 942: 1996.  The moisture content shall be 11 ± 2% for UK 
market, (or to suit internal joinery moisture content specification of export countries). 
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3.5.4 Assessed aperture sizes 
 
Apertures are created by cutting directly into the door leaf, with beads fitted directly to the 
leaf. 
 
Based upon the size of the apertures tested, it is the opinion of IFC that the following 
limitations apply to glazed apertures in the door leaves considered, herein; 
  

 Firelite  
S60/1+B60/1 

Keralite R 
S60/2+B60/2 

Maximum area of single aperture 0.18m² 0.20m² 

Maximum area of multiple apertures 0.18m² Note 14 0.28m² Note 14 

Maximum vertical length of aperture 930mm 760mm 

Maximum horizontal length of aperture 258mm 366mm 

Minimum distance from leaf edge  300mm 300mm 

 
More than one aperture may be included in each leaf subject to the limitation below, and 
the maximum total area of apertures allowed above. 
 
 Minimum distance between apertures - 300mm Note 14 

 

Note 14 Any aperture(s) for intumescent air transfer grilles, (see Appendix F), must also be included in 
the total area permitted for apertures given above.  Margins between apertures apply whether 
for glazing or grilles. 

 

 
3.5.5 Circular glazing 
 
The leaves are approved for the incorporation of circular glazing up to aperture dimensions 
of 300mm diameter, subject to the parameters for margins and total area of glazing per 
leaf, described in Section 3.5.4.   
 
Apertures with some straight and some curved edges (such as full semi-circles or 
rectangular openings with semi-circular top and bottom ends) are also approved.  
Parameters for aperture margins, total area per leaf, and maximum dimensions are 
described in Section 3.5.4. 
 
All circular/curved apertures shall use the glazing system/details approved in Section 3.5.4.  
If beads are formed from ‘segments’, then each segment shall have at least two fixings. 
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3.6 Hardware 

 
Some of the various items of hardware to be used with the proposed door assemblies will 
have a positive contribution to the overall performance (‘essential hardware’) and others are 
classed as ‘non–essential’.  However, in all cases it must be ensured that choice of items, or 
their installation within the assemblies, does not have a detrimental effect upon their 
achievement of the required period of fire resistance. 
 
Guidance for all items of hardware is outlined in Appendix F, based upon the test evidence 
summarised in Appendix G. All hardware beyond the scope of the general guidance must 
have been subjected to fire resistance testing, and/or assessed by IFC, to support its use in 
doors of a similar construction to the proposed type. 
 

3.7 Installation, Supporting Construction, and Door Edge Gaps 

 
The frames must be fixed back to the supporting construction with steel fixings at centres 
not exceeding 600mm; this applies to jambs and head.  Screws shall be of sufficient length 
to penetrate the wall by at least 40mm, and shall be positioned such that they are not 
exploited by charring of the frame, irrespective of the direction of test exposure; (this may 
necessitate a twin line of screws).  Packers shall be used at all fixing positions, although if 
combustible packers are employed, these must be protected by a layer of firestopping (see 
below), aligned near to each face of the door frame. 
 
The supporting construction may be either timber or steel stud plasterboard clad partition, 
blockwork, brickwork or concrete walls, but shall be of a type that has been tested or 
assessed to provide in excess of 60 minutes fire resistance at the required size when 
incorporating doorset openings.  If fitted into timber or steel stud partitions, the method of 
forming the doorset aperture must be as tested by the partition and/or doorset 
manufacturer. 
 
Note Reference to steel stud partitions is in the context of permanent elements, such as those 

designed and proven by the plasterboard manufacturers – this report does not approve use of 
the proposed doorsets in proprietary ‘demountable’ partitions, which must be subject to a full 
and independent appraisal of the particular system and doorsets therein. 

 
Steel frames are to be installed, as tested, with locating metal angle plates welded to 5mm 
thick backing plates extending the full width of the door frame at the fixing points. Minimum 
72mm long x 10mm diameter steel Fischer anchor bolts are fitted through the door stop 
passing through the 5mm thick steel backing plates, positioned 200mm from the ends of 
each jamb and at minimum 500mm centres thereafter. Double doors to have one fixing 
point positioned mid span. The hollow steel frame is to be fully filled with 60kg/m3 mineral 
wool.  
 
No part of the rear of the frame section shall be exposed once installed, and the leaf must 
be flush with the face of the wall.  There shall be no feature rebates or shadow gaps at the 
junction of the frame and wall. 
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This report only applies to scenarios where the frame is fully aligned within the plane of the 
fire-resisting wall/partition. The approval in this report does not apply where the 
wall/partition includes decorative ‘cladding’ on the face of the fire-resisting construction, 
(e.g. timber panelling on battens, or plasterboard on studs/dabs), such that any part of the 
frame is aligned within the plane of this decorative cladding.  This detail is likely to adversely 
affect the fire resistance of the door assembly, and IFC should be consulted for specific 
advice, to determine upgrading measures that will be required in such cases.  
 
The fire stopping between the supporting construction and timber frames should follow the 
recommendations of Tables 4-5 in BS8214: 2016, ‘Timber-based fire door assemblies – Code 
of practice’,  using a product proven in such timber applications, or tested, assessed or Third 
Party Certificated solutions may also be utilised using a product proven in such timber 
applications, and with reference to the correct depth of seal to suit the width of gap 
between wall and frame.  The firestopping shall be positioned on the plane of the door leaf; 
(unless combustible packers are employed). 
 
The gap between the door and the frame, and at meeting stiles, should be 1.5–4mm.  Gaps 
under the door(s) should not exceed 6mm for fire performance, although, if smoke control is 
also required, these gaps should only be 3mm, or smoke seals should be included (see also 
Section 3.9 regarding suitability of smoke seals). 
 
The door assembly design should be such that the leaves are fully flush within the frame, 
and where applicable, in alignment at the meeting stiles, when in the closed position.  They 
may however be set back from the exposed face of the frame if required. 
 

3.8 Intumescent Seals 

 

The intumescent seal specifications, widths, and positions are shown in Appendix C (for door 
assemblies with timber door frames) and Appendix E (for door assemblies with steel door 
frames), based upon tested details. 
 
Intumescent protection is required for specific items of building hardware and this has 
already been detailed in Appendix F based upon details tested. 
 

3.9 Ambient Temperature Smoke Seals 

 
Smoke seals, or combined intumescent/smoke seals (using the specification approved in 
Appendix C or E, as applicable), that have been tested in accordance with BS EN 1634-3: 
2004 (ambient temperature) or BS476: Part 31: Section 31.1: 1983 and shown not to leak 
by more than 3m3/m/hr at 25Pa may be used in conjunction with the proposed doorsets to 
provide smoke control. 
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The orientation of the seals, door edge gaps, degree of ironmongery interruption, and leaf 
configuration, will need to be as tested in accordance with BS EN 1634-3: 2004 (ambient 
temperature) or BS476: Part 31: Section 31.1: 1983 to achieve the desired level of smoke 
control, unless these conflict with the intumescent seal widths and positions as shown in 
Appendix C or E, as applicable, in which case, the latter shall take precedence.  Test 
evidence to BS476: Part 22: 1987 shall be available to demonstrate that the smoke seals will 
not adversely affect the overall fire resistance of timber doorsets, when fitted in the 
proposed arrangements. 
 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
 
Based upon the available test evidence, and subsequent analysis performed by International 
Fire Consultants Ltd, if the proposed FireBAN 54mm Solid, FireBAN 56mm Composite and 
FireBAN 64mm Solid door leaves installed in timber or steel frames, as applicable, were 
manufactured and installed within the limitations of this Field of Application Report, and 
tested for fire resistance, they would satisfy the integrity criteria of BS476: Part 22: 1987 for 
60 minutes. 
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6. LIMITATIONS 
 
This report addresses itself solely to the ability of the proposed assemblies described to 
satisfy the criteria of the fire resistance test and does not imply any suitability for use with 
respect to other unspecified criteria. 
 
This document only considers the door assemblies described, herein, and assumes that the 
surrounding construction will provide no less restraint than the tested assembly and that it 
will remain in place and be substantially intact for the full fire resistance period. 
 
This assessment is issued on the basis of test data and information to hand at the time of 
issue. If contradictory evidence becomes available to International Fire Consultants Ltd (IFC) 
the assessment will be unconditionally withdrawn and the applicant will be notified in 
writing. Similarly, the assessment evaluation is invalidated if the assessed construction is 
subsequently tested since actual test data is deemed to take precedence. 
 
As per the guidance outlined in the Passive Fire Protection Forum (PFPF): ‘Guide to 
undertaking technical assessments of the fire performance of construction products based 
on fire test evidence, 2019, Industry Standard Procedure’, appropriate action has been 
taken to mitigate the risk of a conflict of interest arising during the preparation of this 
report. All individuals involved in the production, or subsequent review, of this assessment 
have declared any perceived conflicts of interest, with regards to the sponsor or subject(s) 
of this report, prior to working on this project. 
 
The assessor and reviewer have been deemed suitable for involvement in the production of 
this assessment in accordance with the guidance outlined in the Passive Fire Protection 
Forum (PFPF): ‘Guide to undertaking technical assessments of the fire performance of 
construction products based on fire test evidence, 2019, Industry Standard Procedure’. 
 
Where the constructional information in this report is taken from details provided to 
International Fire Consultants Ltd (IFC) and/or from fire resistance test reports referenced 
herein, it is, therefore, limited to the information given in those documents.  It is necessarily 
dependent upon the accuracy and completeness of that information.  Where constructional or 
manufacturing details are not specified, or discussed, herein, it should not, therefore, be taken 
to infer approval of variation in such details from those tested or otherwise approved. 
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The analysis and conclusions within this report are based upon the likely fire resisting 
performance of a complete door assembly that is manufactured and installed in accordance 
with this document, and offered for fire resistance testing in ‘perfect’ condition.  In practice, 
management procedures must be in place in any building where the door assemblies are 
installed, to ensure that no parts of the assembly are damaged or faulty.  Further, the doors 
must open and close without the use of undue force. The edge gaps/alignment of door 
leaves must be in accordance with the tolerances defined, herein, when the doors are 
closed.  Any such shortfalls in respect to the condition of the assemblies will invalidate the 
approval by IFC, and may seriously affect the ability of the assemblies to provide the 
required level of fire resistance performance.  Determination of what constitutes wear or 
damage, and any corrective actions in order to return assemblies to the required condition, 
should only be carried out following consultation with the manufacturer and IFC. 
 
Where the assessed constructions have not been subject to an on-site audit by International 
Fire Consultants Ltd, it is the responsibility of anyone using this report to confirm that all 
aspects of the assemblies fully comply with the descriptions and limitations, herein. 
 
Any materials specified in this report have been selected and judged primarily on their fire 
performance.  IFC do not claim expertise in areas other than fire safety.  Whilst observing all 
possible care in the specification of solutions, we would draw the reader’s attention to the 
fact that during the construction and procurement process, the materials used should be 
subjected to more general examination regarding the wider Health and Safety, and CoSHH 
Regulations.  Designers, manufacturers and installers are reminded of their responsibilities 
under the CDM Regulations; but particularly with regard to installation and maintenance of 
heavy or inaccessible items. 
 
This assessment considers the fire resistance performance of the door assemblies when 
tested with the leaves in the closed position, within the frame reveal; either retained by the 
latch, or self-closing device, or locked shut, as applicable.  The door assemblies will only 
provide the assessed fire performance when in a similar configuration; and it is the 
responsibility of the building occupants/owner to ensure that this is the case. 
 
This Report is provided to the sponsor on the basis that it is a professional independent 
engineering evaluation as to what the fire performance of the construction/system would be 
should it to be tested to the named standard.  It is IFC’s experience that such an evaluation 
is normally acceptable in support of an application for building approvals, certainly 
throughout the UK and in many parts of Europe and the rest of the world. 
 
However, unless IFC have been commissioned to liaise with the Authorities that have 
jurisdiction for the building in question for the purpose of obtaining the necessary approvals, 
IFC cannot assure that the document will satisfy the requirements of the particular building 
regulations for any building being constructed. 
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It is, therefore, the responsibility of the sponsor to establish whether this evidence is 
appropriate for the application for which it is being supplied and IFC cannot take 
responsibility for any costs incurred as a result of any rejection of the document for reasons 
outside of our control.  Early submittal of the Report to the Authorities will minimise any 
risks in this respect. 
 

7. VALIDITY 
 
This Field of Application Report has been prepared based on International Fire Consultants 
Ltd’s present knowledge of the products described, the stated testing regime and the 
submitted test evidence.  For this reason, anyone using this document after May 2022 
should confirm its ongoing validity. 
 
This Field of Application Report is not valid unless it incorporates the declaration by the 
applicant given in Section 5 duly signed by the applicant. 
 
Prepared by: Reviewed by: 
  
 
 
 
Chris Houchen David Cooper 
BSc AIFireE BEng (Hons) AIMMM AIFireE 

Associate Director Associate Director 
International Fire Consultants Ltd. (IFC) International Fire Consultants Ltd. (IFC) 
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APPENDIX A 
 

Figures PAR/10346/02F:A01 to A03 

 

Glazing and Steel Frame Details 

 
 
 

The figures in this Appendix are not included 
in the sequential page numbering of this report 
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APPENDIX B 
 

Figures PAR/10346/02F:B01 to B06 

 

Assessed Leaf Size Envelopes for FD60 
Door Leaves Installed in Timber Frames 

 

 

 

The figures in this Appendix are not included 
in the sequential page numbering of this report 
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APPENDIX C 
 

Assessed Intumescent Seal Specifications for 
FD60 Door Leaves Installed in Timber Frames 
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Intumescent Seal Specifications for FD60  
Door Leaves Installed in Timber Frames 

 
The following intumescent seal specification shall be used for the doorset configurations 
fitted into timber door frames covered by this report. 
 

 
54-56mm thick door leaves  

(See Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.3) 
64mm thick door leaves 

(See Section 3.3.2) 

 

Positions 

 

Standard Seal 
Specification 

Enhanced Seal Specification 

(Latched Double leaves 

only) 

Double Acting 
Seal Specification 

Door 

jambs 

 
2no 15 x 4mm thick 

seals, centrally 
fitted, spaced 10mm 

apart in the leaf 
edge or frame reveal 

 

2no 15 x 4mm thick seals, 

centrally fitted, spaced 10mm 
apart in the leaf edge or frame 

reveal 

and 

1no 15 x 4mm thick seal, 

centrally fitted in all leaf edges, 
excluding leaf bottom 

2no 25 x 6mm thick seals, 
centrally fitted, spaced 5mm 

apart in the frame reveal 
and 

2no 25 x 6mm thick seals, 
centrally fitted, spaced 5mm 

apart in the leaf edge 

Door 

head 

2no 15 x 4mm thick 

seals, centrally 

fitted, spaced 10mm 
apart in the leaf 

edge or frame reveal 

2no 15 x 4mm thick seals, 
centrally fitted, spaced 10mm 

apart in the frame reveal 

and 

1no 15 x 4mm thick seal, 

centrally fitted in all leaf edges, 
excluding leaf bottom 

2no 25 x 6mm thick seals, 
centrally fitted, spaced 5mm 

apart in the frame reveal 

and 
2no 25 x 6mm thick seals, 

centrally fitted, spaced 5mm 
apart in the leaf head 

Flush 

meeting 
stiles 

2no 15 x 4mm thick 

seals, centrally 

fitted, spaced 10mm 
apart in the edge of 

the active leaf only 

1no 15 x 4mm thick seal, 
centrally fitted in the meeting 

edge of each leaf (i.e. 2 seals 
opposing each other) 

1no 25 x 6mm thick seal 
fitted in the meeting edge of 

each leaf, one seal positioned 

7mm in from the exposed 
face and the other seal 

positioned 7mm in from the 
unexposed leaf face 

Unequal 

rebated 
meeting 

stiles 

1no 10 x 4mm thick 
seal, centred in the 

small passive leaf 
upstand   

and 

1no. 15 x 4mm thick 

seal, centred in the 

large active leaf 
upstand   

N/A 

Bottom 

leaf edge 
N/A N/A 

1no. 52 x 2mm intumescent 

liner fitted to the bottom edge 
of the leaf 

Note: Seals to be Lorient Polyproducts LP1004, LP1504 and LP2004 Type 617. 
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APPENDIX D 
 

Figures PAR/10346/02F:D01 to D02 

 

Assessed Leaf Size Envelopes for FD60 
Door Leaf Installed in Steel Frames 

 

 

 

The figures in this Appendix are not included 
in the sequential page numbering of this report 
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APPENDIX E 
 

Assessed Intumescent Seal Specifications for 
FD60 Door Leaves Installed in Steel Frames 
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Intumescent Seal Specifications for FD60  
Door Leaves Installed in Steel Frames 

 
 
The following intumescent seal specification shall be used for the doorset configurations 
fitted into steel door frames covered by this report. 
 

 
Positions 

 

Standard Seal Specification 

Door jambs 

 

2no 15 x 4mm thick seals, including PVC carrier, centrally fitted spaced 9mm 
apart into grooves in the leaf edge  

 

Door head 

 
2no 15 x 4mm thick seals, including PVC carrier, centrally fitted spaced 9mm 

apart into grooves in the leaf edge  
 

Unequal rebated 
meeting stiles 

(Double Doors only) 

Active leaf 

1no 15 x 4mm thick seal, including PVC carrier, fixed into a groove positioned 
8mm in from the pull face in the large upstand of the active leaf 

and 

Passive leaf 

1no 15 x 4mm thick seal, including PVC carrier, fixed into a groove positioned 

26mm in from the pull face in the large rebate of the passive leaf abutting the 
upstand 

 
 
Notes: 
 
Seals to be graphite based  from Lorient Polyproducts 
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APPENDIX F 
 
 

General Guidance on Installation of Hardware for FD60 
Door Leaves Installed in Timber and Steel Frames 
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General Guidance on Installation of Hardware 
 

F.1 Hinges 
 
F.1.1 Knuckle hinges 
 
The door assemblies have been tested using Eurospec Architectural Hardware satin stainless 
steel butt hinges (HIN 1433/13 SSS 2BB), Simplex (HSSSBS-SIM-FR) butt hinges and XYLO 
Hardware (HSSBS-SIM-FR) stainless steel butt hinges.  These hinge types are proven to 
make a positive contribution to the required 60 minutes integrity performance and are, 
therefore, approved for use with this door design. Other makes of hinge may be used as 
alternatives, providing they comply with the following specification: 
 

Element Specification 

Blade Height 89 - 110mm 

Blade Width 30-36mm 

Blade Thickness 2.5 - 3.5mm 

Material 
Phosphor Bronze, Steel or Stainless Steel. (No combustible or low melting 

point (<800°C) materials to be included)  

Fixings 
Steel screws, as recommended by the hinge manufacturer, but no smaller 

than 32mm long x 3.8mm diameter (No.8) 

Minimum Quantity 

3no. per leaf up to 2700mm high 
4no per leaf on leaves greater than 2700mm high (or doors fitted into steel 

door frames) 

Positions 

3no. 

Top 150 - 200mm down from the leaf head to the top of the hinge 

Middle 
Either equi-spaced between the top and bottom hinges or 

positioned 100 – 200mm below the top hinge 

Bottom 
150 - 225mm up from the bottom of the leaf to the bottom of 

the hinge blade 

4no. 

Top 150 - 200mm down from the leaf head to the top of the hinge 

Second 

and Third 

Either equi-spaced between the top and bottom hinges or 

second hinge positioned 100 – 200mm below the top hinge and 
the third hinge equi-spaced between the second and bottom 

hinge 

Bottom 
150 - 225mm up from the bottom of the leaf to the bottom of 

the hinge blade 

Intumescent 

Protection 

Both blades to be bedded on minimum 2mm thick low-pressure forming 

intumescent material (e.g. Interdens or Therm-A-Strip) 

Additional 

Requirements/Notes 

Rising butts, cranked butts and spring hinges (single or double action) are 

not suitable for use on doors approved within the scope of this Assessment 
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F.1.2 Concealed hinges - In conjunction with Timber door frames only 
 
The doors as described herein can incorporate the following concealed hinges: 
 

• SIMONSWERK TE 527 3D, 155 x 74mm (Mild and Stainless Steel) 
• OTLAV Invisacta (IN310190) concealed hinges 

 
These hinges may be included in door assemblies, subject to compliance with the 
specification below: 
 

• Prior to fixing of the concealed hinges, the ‘cold-state’ performance of the screws 
that fix the hinges into the core and frame must be evaluated; particularly if the 
screws are near to the edge of the recess for the main body of the hinge. 

• The correct number of hinges must be fitted to ensure that the door leaf is 
supported for the full fire resistance period. 

• The slots for the hinges in the door leaf and frame must be cut tightly, such that 
there are no gaps around the hinge components/intumescent material when the 
hinges are installed. 

 

Element Specification 

Material 
Steel and Stainless Steel. (No combustible or low melting point (<800°C) 

materials to be included)  

Fixings 
Steel screws, as recommended by the hinge manufacturer, but no smaller than 

40mm long x 3.8mm diameter (No.8) 

Minimum Quantity 

Leaves up to 

2450mm high 

3no. SIMONSWERK TE 527 3D hinges 

4no. OTLAV Invisacta (IN310190) hinges 

Leaves above 

2450mm high 

4no. SIMONSWERK TE 527 3D hinges 

5no. OTLAV Invisacta (IN310190) hinges 

Positions 

Top 150 - 200mm down from the leaf head to the top of the hinge 

Middle 

Either equi-spaced between the top and bottom hinges or the 

second hinge positioned 100 – 200mm below the top hinge 
and the remaining hinges equi-spaced between the second 

and bottom hinges 

Bottom 
145 - 200mm up from the bottom of the leaf to the bottom of 

the hinge 

Intumescent 

Protection 

Both hinge sections to be encased in 2mm thick Interdens 

Additional 

Information 

At least 10mm width of intumescent strip must be continuous past the hinge 

locations; i.e. between the hinge and stop 
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F.2 Floor Springs and Pivots – Door Design C only 
 
Floor springs and accessories (straps and top pivots) are necessary for double acting 
assemblies.  The Simplex SFS248048 floor spring with associated top pivot and straps may 
be used as outlined below: 
 

Element Specification/Quantity/Dimensions 

Floor Spring 

Model 
SIMPLEX SFS248048 

Dimensions 324mm long x 108mm wide x 40mm deep 

Material 

Body Aluminium  

Cover Plate Steel 

Spindle Steel 

Spring Steel 

Top Pivot and Top 

and Bottom Strap  
SIMPLEX Standard Strap, Top and Bottom Pivot (DMA)  

Material  Steel 

Intumescent 

Protection 
As supplied with the floor spring and associated Top pivot and straps 

Additional 
Requirements/ 

Notes 
N/A 

 
• No removal of the timber or intumescent strip at the leaf stile (except for a 6-8mm 

diameter access hole for the top strap adjustment screw). 
 
 
F.3 Mortice Latches/Locks 
 
The door assemblies have been tested with Eurospec Architectural Hardware sashlocks (ref: 
DLE 7255 EPSSS and EP/BSS), Simplex sashlocks (ref: 886085ZAPN), Simplex mortice locks 
(ref: 885572-SSS), XYLO Hardware mortise locks and ASSA ABLOY mortise security lock 
(ref: TESA R200B567 AI). The locks should comply with the following specifications: 
 

Element Specification 

Latch/Lock Type Mortice latches, tubular mortice latches, sashlocks and deadlocks  

Maximum Forend 

Dimensions 
235mm x 24mm wide  

Maximum Strike Plate 

Dimensions 
185mm x 24mm wide (excluding tongue) 

Maximum Body 

Dimensions 
175mm high x 85mm wide x 23mm thick 
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Element Specification 

Material 

Steel based with no essential part of the lock/latch to comprise polymeric 
or other low melting point (<800°C) materials and should not contain any 

flammable materials 

Position  Centred at 1000mm (± 200mm) above the bottom of the door leaf 

Intumescent 

Protection 

The body of the latch/lock should be encased in, and the forend and strike 
plates should be bedded on, minimum 2mm thick low-pressure forming 

intumescent material (e.g. Interdens or Therm-A-Strip) 

Additional 

Requirements/Notes 

• Where glazed apertures are also incorporated and are positioned such 

that locks/latches are included in the margin between the aperture and 
door edge, care must be taken to ensure that the effective door ‘stile’ is 

not weakened by the mortice   

• Over-morticing is to be avoided; mortices shall be as tight as possible to 

the latch  

• If there are gaps around the case (not exceeding 2mm) then these 

must be made good with intumescent mastic or sheet material   

• Holes for spindles or cylinders shall be kept as small as is compatible 

with the operation of the hardware 

 
 
F.4 Electronic Handle 
 
The proposed door design has been tested with a KABA (ref: Confidant RFID Kit 1) 
electronic handle. 
 
This electronic handle does not require a cableway to provide power to the lock and may be 
installed in the door construction described herein, subject to the limitations below. 
 

• The forend and keep shall be bedded on 2mm thick low-pressure forming intumescent 
material (e.g. Interdens) and there must be minimum 15mm (in total) of intumescent 
seal running past the keep. Seals may be relocated to enable this. 

 

• The associated lock body must be encased in 1mm thick low-pressure forming 
intumescent material (e.g. Interdens). 
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F.5 Flush Bolts 
 
The doorset has been tested with Eurospec Architectural Hardware bolts (ref: FBT 1008).  
 

Element Specification 

Maximum Dimensions 250mm long x 20mm wide x 19mm deep 

Material 

Steel based with no essential part of the flushbolt to comprise polymeric or 

other low melting point (<800°C) materials and should not contain any 

flammable materials 

Position 
• Positioned at the top and bottom of the vertical meeting edge  

• Must be located on the centre line of the leaf thickness  

Intumescent 

Protection  

• The body of the bolt must be bedded on low-pressure forming or 

graphite-based intumescent material, at least 2mm thick 

• The forend plate of the bolt keep must be bedded on graphite-based 

intumescent material at least 2mm thick 

Additional 

Requirements/Notes 

• The meeting stile intumescent seals defined in Appendix C and E shall 

be fitted in the active leaf edge 

• The bolts must be fixed in the leaf edge 

• The mortice must be accurately cut to suit the bolt to ensure that there 

are no voids around the bolt 

 
 
F.6 Door Closers 
 

General Requirements/Notes 

• Where required by regulatory guidance or specific fire strategy, each hinged door leaf must be 

fitted with a self-closing device unless it is normally kept locked shut and labelled with an 

appropriate sign with complies with BS5499: Part 1: 1990 

• Surface mounted door closers must be adjusted so that they are capable of fully closing the door 

leaf, against any friction imposed by the latch (and smoke seals, if fitted), from any position of 

opening 

• Surface mounted door closers must have been fire tested or assessed by IFC for use on 

unlatched FD30 timber door leaves hung within timber frames 

• If a surface mounted closer is to be fitted within 100mm (in the vertical plane) of apertures 

containing uninsulated glass, the selected closer model must have been tested on the 

unexposed face of an uninsulated steel door, or a fully glazed door fitted with uninsulating glass. 

 
The following closers can be used, subject to compliance with the specifications below. 
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F.6.1 Face-fixed closers 
 
Eurospec Architectural Hardware ref: DCS2025, ASSA ABLOY ref: DC140 & DCL141-EV1 and 
the Dorma ref: TS92B face-fixed overhead door closers have been successfully tested with 
the FireBAN FD60 door design. Other face-fixed overhead closers which have been 
successfully tested or assessed by IFC for use on unlatched FD60 cellulosic door leaves may 
also be used. Any accessory that is located within the door reveal must have appropriate 
test or assessment evidence. 
 
F.6.2 Concealed overhead closers - In conjunction with Timber door frames only 
 
Some of the tests referenced in Appendix E included concealed door closers. The concealed 
overhead closer models tested were; 
 

• SIMPLEX (ref: SCC24385) 
• ASSA ABLOY (DC 840) EN 1-4 

 
These concealed closers may be installed in the door construction described herein, subject 
to the limitations below. 
 

• Minimum stop depth 13mm  

• Hardwood door frame (minimum density 640kg/m3) 
• Inclusion of 6mm thick calcium silicate ‘U’ channel protection around the concealed 

door closer body 
• Top edge of the door must include a minimum 6mm thick lipping 
• A minimum 20mm total width of intumescent must be residual alongside the arm 

recess in the head of the frame 
• Guide rail fitted in the frame head to be encased in 2mm thick low-pressure forming 

or graphite-based intumescent sheet material 
 
This opinion does not support the substitution of other concealed closers, including door 
jamb types, no matter how similar, not does it support the use of the closer body fitted in 
the frame head. 
 
 
F.7 Intumescent Air Transfer Grilles 
 
An air transfer grille can be included in the door leaf subject to the following specifications: 
 

• Maximum grille size 300mm x 300mm 
• Minimum distance to door edge and base 300mm 

• Inclusion of Lorient LVHC 44 intumescent air transfer grille installed as tested in 
ME31-1 (or Lorient LVN25, LVV40 or LVC40 as alternative options) 

• Inclusion of zintec steel frame and stainless steel slats installed as tested in ME31-1 
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F.8 Non-Essential Hardware Items 
 
F.8.1 Push plates, kick plates, etc. 
 

Plastic, pvc or metal plates may be surface-mounted to the doorsets, but, if more than 
800mm in length by nominally 200mm wide, they must be attached in a way that would 
prevent them distorting the door leaf, e.g. glued with thermally softening adhesive or 
screwed with short aluminium screws and fitted in such a way so they will not be prevented 
from falling away by being trapped under door stops, glazing beads or handle escutcheons 
etc. 
 
F.8.2 Pull handles 
 

These may be fixed to the doorsets, provided that the fixing points are no greater than 
500mm apart.  Pull handles that are fixed through the leaf should use clearance holes as 
close fitting as possible to the bolt. 
 
F.8.3 Drop seals 
 
The following drop seals can be fitted into the door design as described herein. The drop 
seal must be positioned centrally within the door thickness and additional intumescent 
protection surrounding the drop seal is not required. 
 

• 35mm x 14mm KILARGO, ref: IS8010si 
• 28mm x 13mm Eurospec, ref: ES1208 

• 30mm x 15mm ATHMER ref: Schall EX L-15/30 WS 
 
Dropseals must be encased in 2mm thick low-pressure forming intumescent sheet material. 
Care must be taken to ensure that these items do not interrupt the intumescent strips in the 
vertical door edges. 
 
F.8.4 Security viewers 
 
These may be fixed into the doors described herein, subject to the following limitations, 
unless specific fire test evidence exists to the contrary. 
 

• Viewers must not exceed 15mm outer diameter, and be made from brass or steel 
• The main body of the viewer must be wrapped in 1mm thick low-pressure forming 

intumescent sheet material and the hole bored through the door must be no greater 
than 1mm larger than the intumescent wrapped bore of the viewer  

• The viewer must include an effective shutter/cover plate 
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F.8.5 Magnetic Contact - In conjunction with Timber door frames only 
 
An ALEPH DC-1651 WG magnetic contact has been successfully tested within the FireBAN 
FD60 door design as described herein and may be included with the following limitations: 
 

• The main part of the magnetic contact which has power supplied to it must be fitted 
in the frame head, central relative to the leaf thickness, with the power supply wire 
passing through a maximum 6mm diameter hole through the back of the door frame 

• Both bodies of the magnetic contact to be wrapped in 2mm thick low-pressure 
forming intumescent material e.g. Interdens 

• Magnetic contacts to be positioned no closer than 150mm from the corner of the leaf 
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APPENDIX G 

 
 

Summary of Fire Test Evidence 
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Summary of Fire Test Evidence 
 

Test Report 
Configuration 

Tested 
Leaf Size 

Test 

Standard 
Integrity Details 

WF190977/

B 

EXOVA 
16/03/2010 

ULSASD 
2108mm x 
910mm x 

55mm 

BS476: Part 
22: 1987 

66 
minutes 

Ash 650kg door frame 32+13 stop 

2x15x4 Lorient617seals, 10apart central in frame 
10mm Ash 650kg lips to all edges UF 
102x31 hinge + 2mm Interdens 

235x24 lock 2mm Interdens body/forend/strike 
Surface closer 

WF197538 

EXOVA 
16/11/2010 

ULSADD 
2151mm x 
930mm x 

55mm 

BS476: Part 
22: 1987 

60 
minutes 

Beech 650kg door frame 33+12 stop 

2x15x4 Lorient617seals, 9apart central in frame 
10x4 617in17wide nib+15x4 617in 38 wide nib 
10mm Beech 650kg lips to horiz/hinge edges, 20mm to 

MEdges with offset 38/17 rebate PU 
816x216 + 516x316 Firelite/Beech beads+System 
90+/32mm pins 70from corners at 150centres 

102x30 hinge + 2mm Interdens 
235x24 lock/180 strike 2mmInterdens body/forend/strike 

Surface mounted closer/Flush bolt 203x20 2mmInterdens 

ME31-1 

Fixed Panel 
2200mm x 
900mm x 

64mm  

BS476: Part 
22: 1987 

69 
minutes 

Lorient LVHC 44 300x300mm grille 
64x2mm Lorient liner to aperture 

Zintec frame and stainless steel slated cover plates 

Fixed Panel 
2200mm x 
900mm x 

64mm  

BS476: Part 
22: 1987 

77 
minutes  

161115377 

Material Lab 
15/11/2016 

LSADD 
2400mm x 

960/960mm 
x 54mm 

BS476: Part 
22: 1987 

65 
minutes 

Maple 650kg door frame 32+13 stop 
1x15x4 LorientGraphite seals, central in leaf head+HE 
2x15x4 LorientGraphite seals centrally fitted in each 

meeting edge 
2x15x4 LorientGraphite seals centrally fitted in frame, 10 
apart 

6mm Maple 650kg lips to horiz/hinge edges, 20mm to 
MEdges with offset 39/16 rebate PU 

2x614x214 Keralite/Steel beads+2mm intumescent beads 
to leaf/glass +38mm screws 
Concealed TectusTE527 hinge + 2mm Interdens  

230x24 lock/185 strike 1mmInterdens body 
Concealed SCC24385 closer+6mm CalciumSilicate channel 
Flush bolt 220x19 2mmInterdens 

Kilargo IS8010si dropseal+2mm Interdens 

161122383 

Material Lab 

22/11/2016 

LSASD 
2800mm x 
1100mm x 

54mm 

BS476: Part 
22: 1987 

65 

minutes 

Maple 650kg door frame 32+13 stop 

18x200mm solid wood horiz joint 600up with 53x2Lorient 
intumescent grooved in middle of joint 
2x15x4 LorientGraphite seals centrally fitted in frame,10 

apart 
6mm Maple 650kg lips to all edges, PU 
4no.102x30 butt hinge + 2mm Interdens  

230x24 lock/185 strike 1mmInterdens body 

LSASD 
2400mm x 
1050mm x 

54mm 

BS476: Part 
22: 1987 

65 
minutes 

Maple 650kg door frame 32+13 stop 
2x15x4 LorientGraphite seals centrally fitted in frame,10 

apart 
6mm Maple 650kg lips to all edges, PU 

Concealed TectusTE527 3D hinge + 2mm Interdens  
230x24 lock/185 strike 1mmInterdens body 
KABA(Confidant RFID KIT 1)handle+1mmInterdens on 

unex face 
Concealed SCC24385 closer+6mm CalciumSilicate channel 
Kilargo IS8010si dropseal+2mm Interdens 

SIMPLEX (SDV 200) eye viewer 

191229728 

Material Lab 
29/12/2019 

LSASD 
2402mm x 
1069mm x 

55mm 

BS EN 1634-
1: 2014 + 

A1: 2018 & 
BS EN 1363-

1: 2012 

60 

minutes 

STEEL door frame 31+23stop filled with 60kg Rockwool 

2x15x4 Lorient 617seals central in leaf edge, 9 apart 
6mm 815kg Oak lips all edges PU 
103x30 steel butt hinges + 2mm Interdens 

235x25 lock + 2mm Interdens to lock body 
Surface Dorma TS92B closer 
Kilargo dropseal + 2mm Interdens 

656x301 Keralite Lorient 2mm Sodium Silicate between 
steel bead and glass/leaf+38mm screws 70in/100centres 

191230729 

Material Lab 
30/12/2019 

LSADD 
2403mm x 

1004/994mm 
x 55mm 

BS EN 1634-
1: 2014 + 

A1: 2018 & 
BS EN 1363-

1: 2012 

64 
minutes 

STEEL door frame 31+23stop filled with 60kg Rockwool 

2x15x4 Lorient 617seals central in leaf edge, 9 apart 
1x15x4 Lorient 617seal 8/13mm in from each face at ME’s 

6mm815kg Oak lips all edges/19mm ME’s 41/13rebate PU 
103x30 steel butt hinges + 2mm Interdens 
235x25 lock + 2mm Interdens to lock body 

Surface Dorma TS73V closer 
EUROSPEC(AA81/CP)204x20 flush bolts+2mm Interdens 
656x301 Keralite Lorient 2mm Sodium Silicate between 

steel bead and glass/leaf+38mm screws 70in/100centres 
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Test Report 
Configuration 

Tested 
Leaf Size 

Test 
Standard 

Integrity Details 

180429474 

Material Lab 
29/04/2018 

DADD 
2395mm x 
1100/1100

mm x 64mm 

BS476: Part 
22: 1987 

66 
minutes  

Sapele 650kg 45mm scalloped door frame 
2x25x6 Lorient intu strips centrally fitted in leaf edges 

5mm apart 
2x25x6 Lorient intu strips centrally fitted in frame reveal 
5mm apart 

1x25x6 Lorient intu strip in each ME, 7mm in from 
Ex/Unexp faces 
52x2 intu strip in bottom edge of each leaf 

3mm sapele650kg lips to horiz and ME’s/5mm to HE’s 
SIMPLEX (SFS248048) Floor spring 
1100x485mm steel kick plate to exposed face 

Pyran S 414x414 2mm Palusol between steel bead 
glass/leaf+38 steel screws 

200609781 

Material Lab 
09/06/2020 

LSASD + 
Fixed Side 

Panel 

2450mm x 
900+ 

300mm 
(fixed side 

panel) 
x 64mm  

BS476: Part 
22: 1987 

75 
minutes  

Beech 650kg 32+13 stop door frame 
6mm Beech 680kg lips all edges 
2x15x6 Lorient SodiumSilicate intu strips centrally fitted 

in frame reveal 10mm apart 
2x15x6 Lorient SodiumSilicate intu strips centrally fitted 
in meeting edge of side panel 10mm apart 

6mm wireway through side panel 
102x30 steel butt hinges+2mm Interdens 
ASSA ABLOY (TESA R200B567 Al) lock-268x23 forend + 

2mm Interdens around lock body 
ASSA ABLOY (TESA CERNOBUIF) electric strike 

ASSA ABLOY (AHW500UU) handle 
Athmer Schall EX L-15/30 dropseal 
ALEPH (DC-1651 WG) Magnetic Contact in leaf 

head/frame+2mm Interdens around body 
ASSA ABLOY DC140 & DCL141-EV1 closer 

200630786 

Material Lab 

30/06/2020 

(56mm 
Composite 

Core) 

LSASD 

(6mm HDF 

faces) 

2405mm x 
1115mm x 

56mm 

BS476: Part 

22: 1987 

63 
minutes 

Braga blockboard frame 450kg 27x150mm+13 stop 

44mm FireBAN(600kg)+6mm HDF(760kg) faces using 
Fervicol 1K PUR  

6mm Beech lips all edges using Fervicol 1K PUR 
2no.15x4 Lorient intu strip centrally fitted spaced 10mm 
apart in frame reveal  

XYLOhardware steel butt hinges 102x76mm + 2mm MAP 
& mortise lock 235x24mm(185strike)+2mmMAP 
Athmer (Schall EX L-15/30 WS) dropseal + 2mm MAP 

Assa Abloy (DC 140-DEV1 & DCL141-EV1) surface closer 
5mm Keralite R glass 1010x260 ‘Z’ section steel beads 
(26x26x22) 2mm Lorient Palusol lining aperture and 

between steel bead glass/leaf+Lorient mastic around 
glass perimeter +38mm steel screws at 60degs 72mm 
from corners and 290mm centres thereafter 

LSASD 

(6mm 
Particleboard 

faces) 

2405mm x 
1105mm x 

56mm 

71 
minutes 

Beech frame 650kg 32x150mm+13 stop 
44mm FireBAN(600kg)+6mm Particleboard(760kg) faces 

using Fervicol 1K PUR  
6mm Beech lips all edges using Fervicol 1K PUR 
2no.15x4 Lorient intu strip centrally fitted spaced 10mm 

apart in frame reveal  
4no.OTLAV Invisacta concealed hinges 190x81x35.5mm + 
2mm MAP encasing hinge bodies  

XYLOhardware mortise lock 235x24mm(185strike) 
+2mmMAP 
Athmer (Schall EX L-15/30 WS) dropseal + 2mm MAP 

Assa Abloy (DC 840) concealed closer + 6mm calsil on exp 
face/bottom + 2mm MAP on unex face of closer body & 
encasing guide rail 

5mm Keralite R glass 1010x260 ‘Z’ section steel beads 
(26x26x22) 2mm Lorient Palusol lining aperture and 

between steel bead glass/leaf+Lorient mastic around 
glass perimeter +38mm steel screws at 60degs 72mm 
from corners and 290mm centres thereafter 

 
LSASD = Latched, Single Acting, Single Leaf Doorset 
LSADD = Latched, Single Acting, Double Leaf Doorset 
ULSASD = Unlatched, Single Acting, Single leaf Doorset 
ULSADD = Unlatched, Single Acting, Double leaf Doorset 

 
 


